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INTRODUCTION 

 
The video, TV and advertising industries are going through a stunning transformation, driven by new 
viewer behaviors, rapid technology evolution and business model innovation. While all of these changes 
have been occurring for a number of years, the deepening interrelationships among them have caused 
the pace of disruption to accelerate. The magnitude of these shifts is significant; according to eMarketer, 
by 2022 there will be nearly 220 million Internet-delivered or “over the top” (OTT) video users in the 
U.S., representing 64% of the population.1 Today, all industry participants are being forced to rethink 
their traditional business models, relationships with their customers and processes for innovating their 
products and services.  
 

OTT Video Viewers 
U.S. 2018-2022 

 
Source: eMarketer, July 2018 

 
Amid this transition, one thing that hasn't changed is the objective of brand advertisers to employ 
effective brand messaging and awareness to drive increased sales. For these advertisers, placing their 
messages in front of engaged audiences, while consuming premium, brand-safe programming is of 
paramount importance. This is a main reason why linear TV has been traditionally the media of choice 
for brand advertisers. However, pay-TV subscribers and linear TV audiences have been declining for 
years, in turn creating huge challenges for advertisers to reach certain age groups in particular.  
 
The good news for advertisers is that there are now more methods than ever for viewers to watch 
premium video, leading to many new opportunities to deliver ad campaigns. Indeed, tens of billions  
of dollars are being invested annually in premium, original video, an unprecedented amount that is 
spread among hundreds of established and emerging content creators. This proliferation is in turn 
providing consumers with unparalleled options to access subscription based or free-to-consumer  
ad-supported content.  
 
While this causes viewer fragmentation, many of the new methods offer significant advantages in 
targeting, dynamic delivery and interactivity, when compared to traditional linear TV. To fully capitalize 
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on these new methods, it is essential that advertisers gain a clear understanding of the various ways 
consumers are accessing premium video and the opportunities these create.  
 
This paper aims to provide ad buyers with a better sense of new developments sweeping through the 
industry, the plethora of new free-to-consumer ad-supported video opportunities and the methods to 
reach local and national audiences via the massive breadth of premium video now being consumed. 
 

CHANGES IN VIEWERS’ BEHAVIORS 
 
Consumption 
Changes in viewers’ behaviors are well-documented. Viewers of all ages have been migrating from 
consuming TV on a scheduled basis in the lean-back environments of their living rooms via traditional 
multichannel pay-TV bundles, to actively selecting when, where and how to watch their preferred 
programming, choosing from among myriad sources. While accessing TV programs on-demand and on 
DVR via pay-TV operators’ set-top boxes has become popular, the primary driver in the explosion of 
viewing choices has been Internet-delivered or “over the top” video. Full Episode Players (FEPs) that 
deliver traditional broadcast and TV programming across devices are another important method for  
OTT video viewing.  
 
The demographic group that has transitioned most aggressively from traditional linear viewing in the 
living room to a variety of new approaches are 18-34-year olds, which, according to Nielsen, spent just 2 
hours per day watching linear and time-shifted TV in Q2 2018, compared with 4 hours, 21 minutes per 
day for all adults over 18 years old. This younger cohort spent 1 hour, 10 minutes per day on a connected 
TV device and 2 hours, 31 minutes on their smartphone with apps or the web.2  

 
Q1 2018 Daily Hours:Mins of Usage 

Based on Total U.S. Population 
 

 
Source: Nielsen Q1 2018 Total Audience Report 
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Co-Viewing 
As OTT buying continues to resonate with TV advertisers, buyers have started to leverage co-viewing, 
measuring how many individuals are in a room watching an ad on the same screen. The latest findings 
from MRI’s Cord Evolution research show that Americans watch TV or video in groups almost half (48%) 
of their total viewing time. In addition, 49% of all adults – and 60% in the 18-to-34 age group – report 
that they are “co-viewing” more often now than they did three years ago.  
 
New data shows that co-viewing is not a platform-driven behavior. MRI found that, when asked which 
types of TV services they use most often when co-viewing, Americans were equally likely to say they co-
view via traditional TV services (48% – cable, satellite, fiber optic service) and streaming services (52% – 
Netflix, Amazon Prime, etc.). Not surprisingly, younger adults (ages 18-34) are more likely than average 
to choose streaming as their medium of co-viewing (72%, 137).  

 
Co-Viewing via Traditional TV and Streaming Services 

Based on Total U.S. Population 
 

         
Source: MRI’s Cord Evolution 

 

From Closed Network to Open Network 
Pay-TV operators thrived for decades with a straightforward model of deploying the necessary infrastructure 
(e.g. wired networks, headends, satellite delivery, set-top boxes, etc.), making deals to carry broadcast and 
cable TV networks in their programming bundles and providing a limited array of service packages to 
consumers. In this “closed network” approach, the pay-TV operator had supreme control over which TV 
channels would be transmitted into the home and how much subscribers would be charged to gain access.  
 
With the advent of the Internet and the deployment of broadband access networks (often by pay-TV 
operators themselves), a new, direct pathway for consumers to gain streaming access to both traditional 
TV and a wide variety of premium video has been created. In this “open network” approach, content 
providers make their programming available online and then any consumer with a sufficiently robust 
broadband connection can access them, depending on the specific business model (e.g. subscription, 
free, ad-supported, transactional, etc.).  
 
Streaming TV and premium video via the Internet to a vast array of connected and mobile devices has now 
become a completely mainstream activity. A self-reinforcing cycle has taken hold: as connected audiences 
have grown, more premium content choices have been created, with fewer viewers seeing the merit of paying 
for expensive traditional pay-TV bundles. As a result, linear TV audiences that advertisers have relied on  
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for decades have diminished. The competitive implications of premium OTT video’s rise cannot be 
underestimated in the long term. The Internet’s full disruptive influence is now roiling pay-TV and linear TV. 
 
Recognizing that in this environment tighter connections with audiences are essential, many content 
providers have launched “direct-to-consumer” initiatives (e.g. CBS All Access, ESPN+, Fox Nation, etc.) 
essentially cutting out the third-party pay-TV distributor. As these initiatives accelerate, with more 
choices and flexible business models offered, consumers will be pulled even further from traditional pay-
TV. In essence a “perfect storm” of factors is now driving viewers away from consuming premium video 
within the traditional confines of pay-TV as they instead turn toward alternative OTT sources. These 
OTT sources are now achieving a level of scale in viewership that is very compelling to advertisers.  
If ad buyers do not take advantage of these new avenues, their ability to access younger audiences in 
particular will shrink over time and their markets will narrow. 
 

 

The interplay of technology and consumer behavior is driving  
current and emerging trends that push and shape this evolving  
video landscape.”  

– IAB Video Landscape report, December 2018 

 

DEVICES 
  

Connected TV 
Even as mobile devices have proliferated, for many viewers being able to consume premium content on the 
TV is still their preference. This “best screen available” paradigm has been fueled by significant advances, 
and falling prices, for connected TV devices, which bring the world of the premium content available online 
to viewers’ living rooms. “Connected TV” or “streaming video” devices like Roku, Amazon Fire TV, Google 
Chromecast, Apple TV and others have become the fastest growing consumer electronics devices of all time. 
These devices augment a world of smart TVs, gaming consoles, Blu-ray disc players and other devices, all of 
which have the native ability to connect to online content. According to FreeWheel, consumption on 
Connected TV devices soared to 42% of all premium video views in Q4 2018, up from 31% in Q4 2017.3  
 

Ad View Composition and Growth, by Device 
U.S. Q4 2014 – Q4 2018 

 

 
 

Source: FreeWheel, “Video Marketplace Report: Q4 2018 With Year-End Insights” 
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As another measure of the shift to connected TV consumption, Roku reported that in Q3 2018, its 24 
million active users increased their hours of content consumed by 63% year-over-year to 6.2 billion, 
equating to nearly 3 hours per day of viewing.4 
 
Underscoring connected TVs’ staggering growth, Strategy Analytics estimates that there are now over  
1 billion connected TVs active globally, with 60% being smart TVs and the balance being an inexpensive 
streaming device.5 NPD Group has estimated that by the end of 2021 there will be over 275 million active 
connected TV's in the U.S. alone.6  
 
Mobile 
Even as connected TV viewing has exploded, the widespread use of mobile devices (both smartphones 
and tablets) has ushered in an era of personalized TV. Data from Statista estimates that in the U.S. alone, 
there would be nearly 240 million smartphone and 180 million tablet users.7 When these devices are 
connected to either cellular or WiFi networks, users are able to access premium video from unlimited 
sources. As an example of how popular mobile video has become, YouTube, which is by far the biggest 
ad-supported video site in the world, has said that 70% of its views now occur on mobile devices.8 Mobile 
video is poised to jump further as super-fast 5G mobile networks are rolled out. According to tests done 
by Qualcomm, browsing the web increased from a median speed of 56 mbps for a 4G user to over 490 
mbps for an average 5G user, a 7x improvement.9 While real-world rollouts may not achieve these full 
performance gains, clearly there is huge potential for better mobile experiences.   
 
Desktop 
While connected TV consumption has jumped and mobile has stayed roughly flat, viewing on desktop 
has declined significantly, from 81% of all premium video views in Q3 2013 to just 16% in Q3 2018, 
according to FreeWheel.10 The decline has occurred as viewers’ have shifted their preferences from 
shorter to longer form video, with connected TV devices providing a strong “lean back” experience.  
As this dynamic has taken hold, content providers have further embraced new video distribution models.  
 

TV AS AN APP 
 
One of the defining characteristics of accessing content via mobile devices and connected TVs is the 
presence of apps – discrete branded “containers” for particular content. While the paradigm in linear TV 
is to browse a channel lineup of different TV networks to identify programs, in the app world, viewers 
move from app to app in order to drive their viewing experiences. In fact, the biggest SVOD services such 
as Netflix, Amazon Prime Video and Hulu, are primarily consumed within their respective apps. These 
services’ massive popularity means that tens of millions of viewers, some of whom have already dropped 
their pay-TV service by cutting the cord, now regularly eschew the channel browsing experience.  
 
Given these shifts, many industry executives now foresee a future of “TV as an app,” whereby the 
majority of premium video will be delivered and consumed within apps. Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO, is 
perhaps the foremost proponent of the “TV as an app” model, which is not surprising since the company 
essentially invented the concept of apps. TV as an app has profound implications for all industry 
participants, especially for advertisers, for whom activating and measuring campaigns across apps  
raises new complexities.  
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Premium video is now available to consumers from a variety of sources 
Premium video (defined as professionally produced, broadcast quality, 22+ minute, full episodic content) 
is now available to consumers from a growing number of sources. When premium video is accessed 
online, it increasingly falls into one of two buckets: content that is accessible only with a pay-TV 
subscription (where access is granted only upon the user being “authenticated”) vs. content that is 
accessible without having a pay-TV subscription (“unauthenticated” content, which may be freely 
available with ads, require a separate subscription, or is a hybrid model). There are enormous resources 
currently being expended to keep viewers within authenticated environments. Conversely, there are also 
enormous resources being expended to drive viewers into unauthenticated environments. This 
fundamental battle for viewers’ attention will continue to play out in the years to come. 
 
Meanwhile, consumers have an unabated desire for more flexible and cost-effective ways of accessing 
premium video. This expectation is an extension of behaviors that the Internet itself has inculcated for 
over 20 years, with users now regularly seeking out the exact content they want to consume, exact 
products they want to buy, exact people they want to engage with and so on. These on-demand and 
personalized attributes are taking hold in the premium video industry now as well. Consumers are 
assembling (and re-assembling) both free and paid services that best suit their needs.  
 
Consumers watching OTT are watching ad-supported OTT providing marketers the 
opportunity to gain incremental reach with an attractive audience 

• 73% of adults who watch streaming video say they watch ad supported OTT (ASV OTT) video and 
45% say they watch ASV OTT the most out of all streaming video. 

• ASV OTT viewers spend less time watching cable than SVOD viewers – providing marketers an 
incremental reach. 

• The audience that is watching ASV OTT is an attractive audience for marketers as they are 
younger, diverse, affluent, and have children in the household. 

 
 

U.S. Gen Pop 
Watch ASV  
OTT Most 

Watch SVOD  
OTT Most TV Only Viewers  

Male 49% 60% 46% 44% 

Female 51% 40% 54% 56% 

18-34 30% 44% 42% 10% 

35-54 33% 37% 36% 28% 

55+ 36% 18% 21% 61% 

White/Caucasian  64% 58% 60% 72% 

Black/African 
American 12% 15% 11% 11% 

Hispanic 16% 14% 23% 11% 

Asian/Other 8% 12% 6% 7% 

$75K+ Income 28% 34% 34% 21% 

Married 50% 49% 51% 51% 

Kids in Household 41% 51% 51% 26% 

 
Sources: IAB Ad Receptivity and the Ad-Supported OTT video viewer, October 2018 
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The types of ad-supported premium video services that advertisers must be aware of as potential 
opportunities to reach targeted audiences include both authenticated and unauthenticated inventory. 

 
AUTHENTICATED  

 
Virtual Multichannel Video Programming Distributors or “vMVPDs” Also known as 
“Virtual Pay-TV Operators”  
(Sling TV, DirecTV Now, YouTube TV, Hulu Live, PlayStation Vue, fuboTV, Philo, etc.) 
“Cord-cutting” – the idea of consumers dropping their traditional multichannel pay-TV subscriptions – 
has been an industry issue for years. To be sure, there has been a drop in multichannel subscriptions, 
from a peak of around 101 million subscribers in the U.S. in 2011 to around 95 million at the end of 2017, 
according to Bloomberg Intelligence.11 In the third quarter of 2018, cord-cutting reached a new high, 
with over 1 million subscribers dropping their service.12 eMarketer believes that cord-cutting will grow 
from around 33 million individuals in 2018 to over 55 million by 2022.13 This would mean that overall 
more than 1 in 5 Americans who are 18+ years old would no longer have access to traditional pay-TV 
services. An even greater percentage of younger Americans would no longer consume pay-TV. 

 
U.S. Cord-Cutters, 2017-2022 

Millions, % change and % of population 

 
 

Note: ages 18+; individuals who no longer have access to traditional Pay TV services 
Source: eMarketer, July 2018 

 
More recently a new trend has developed, that has been called “cord-shifting.” Rather than drop their 
pay-TV service entirely, consumers are instead subscribing to new “virtual multichannel video 
programming distributors” (vMVPDs), also known as “virtual pay-TV operators.” In an August 2018 
survey, The Diffusion Group found that 9% of virtual MVPDs subscribers are cord-nevers, while 54% are 
cord-cutters and 37% are “dual-service subs” that also have a more traditional pay TV service.14 Many of 
these dual-service subscribers are likely testing out the virtual MVPD service to gain comfort prior to 
cutting the cord on their traditional multichannel service.  
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Just like traditional pay-TV services, virtual pay-TV services include a mix of broadcast and cable TV 
networks. However, they differ in several important aspects: 

• Lower price 
• Offered to multiple devices, without a dedicated set-top box required 
• No contract/commitment 
• Delivered mostly via apps 

 
Lower prices have certainly been a draw for consumers, but the combination of other benefits is also 
compelling. For example, most virtual pay-TV viewing occurs within apps, either on mobile devices or 
connected TVs (some also occurs within browsers on laptops and desktops), allowing viewers to log on 
and quickly be authenticated on that device. Users can also watch across a wide variety of devices.  
 
The app-based viewing model is what viewers have been conditioned to expect by popular SVOD services 
like Netflix, Hulu and Amazon. For these viewers, having an entire lineup of linear TV channels 
accessible within an app is a natural experience. Younger viewers in particular are easily transitioning to 
the virtual pay-TV model. According to Leichtman Research Group, over half (53%) of virtual pay-TV 
subscribers are between 18-34 years old, representing 12% of the cohort.17 As virtual pay-TV operators 
continue to skew toward younger viewers, there will be a progressive “aging up” of the remaining 
traditional pay-TV subscriber base.   
 
While virtual pay-TV services deliver a subset of those channels included with traditional pay-TV, a key 
difference is that the content and all of the ads are delivered digitally, via the Internet. This is important 
because it raises the prospect of ads being targeted and sold using more precise data sets on viewers than 
have been traditionally available in TV. For example, an episode of “Shark Tank” on ABC could still be 
viewed at its appointed hour and carry the same quantity of ads, but for those viewers watching via a 
virtual pay-TV service, more personalized, and even potentially, interactive, ads could be inserted. This 
could be the same if the viewers recorded a version of the episode (in the cloud, which is how virtual pay-
TV operators implement their DVR features), for more tailored ads to appear later.  
 
As more consumers shift to virtual pay-TV services, there is potential for a huge amount of premium 
video ad inventory to be created. The primary backers of popular virtual pay-TV services AT&T (DirecTV 
Now), Google (YouTube TV), Disney (Hulu with Live), Dish (Sling TV) and Sony (PlayStation Vue) have 
been willing to run these businesses with slim financial prospects because for each, they’re part of a plan 
to support larger strategic goals.  
 
Regardless of ownership, it remains to be seen how long these virtual pay-TV operators will be able to 
maintain low prices and lower to non-existent profitability. For now, however, virtual pay-TV services 
continue to gain millions of subscribers per year and have become a popular new alternative for  
many consumers.  
 
TV Everywhere / Authenticated Apps (Xfinity, Spectrum, broadcast and  
cable TV networks, etc.) 
Traditional multichannel pay-TV operators and cable TV networks haven’t been caught unaware  
by the shift to digital and app-based consumption of premium video. As an industry, the primary 
response has been “TV Everywhere,” a set of apps and services offered by pay-TV operators plus 
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broadcast TV and cable TV networks. While free content is available in some circumstances, typically, 
in order to access most of this premium content, users are required to “authenticate” themselves, 
signing in as active pay-TV subscribers with their login credentials.  
 
Broadcast TV networks and affiliates, which were among the first to embrace OTT delivery with “Full 
Episode Players,” are a key source of authenticated content, and have been an important contributor to 
TV Everywhere’s growth. According to NCTA, an industry trade association, 70% of pay-TV subscribers 
are aware of TV Everywhere capabilities and 56% log into a TV Everywhere app at least monthly.18  
 

OTT Video Services Typically Watched 
% Who Typically View OTT Video via Each Service 

% of U.S. Adult 18+ OTT Streamers and Among U.S. Adults 18+ OTT Streamers who watch ASV OTT Most 

 
 

Source: IAB “Ad Receptivity and the Ad-Supported OTT Video Viewer,” October 2018 

 
UNAUTHENTICATED 

 
Paid on demand ad-supported apps (CBS All Access, Hulu, others) 
An important category of premium video are services that use hybrid subscription/ad-supported business 
models such as CBS All Access and Hulu, among others. Often these services also offer an ad-free or ad-
light version for a higher monthly price, which effectively means that those subscribing to the ad-
supported version are willing to provide their attention for the savings provided.  
 
Free to consumer linear TV & Film apps (e.g. Sony Crackle, Pluto TV, Xumo, Tubi TV) 
Another category of free, linear TV apps has also recently emerged with providers like Sony Crackle, 
Pluto TV, Xumo, Tubi TV, the long-anticipated Amazon owned entry, IMDB Freedive. These companies 
are aggregating premium TV networks and Film Studio content into apps that look and feel a lot like 
traditional multi-channel pay-TV but without a monthly subscription fee. These services are entirely ad-
supported and present a new opportunity for advertisers to reach target audiences in a brand safe, digital 
environment. They have experienced rapid growth; for example, Digiday has reported that Pluto TV has 
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10 million active monthly users, Xumo has over 3.5 million, while Sony Crackle reports over 20 million 
monthly unique viewers with 10-15% growth projected in the coming year.19   
 
Many users’ online video experience is focused on free, ad-supported lifestyle and entertainment 
programming. Fortunately for these users, there is no shortage of choices. But whereas 10+ years ago, 
most OTT programming was short-form and lower-quality, there is now a plethora of longer-form and 
high-quality content available.  
 
This movement has further been galvanized with Viacom’s recent acquisition of Pluto TV for $340mm. 
Per Viacom’s CEO Bob Bakish: “Today marks an important step forward in Viacom’s evolution, as we 
work to move both our company and the industry forward… Pluto TV’s unique and market-leading 
product, combined with Viacom’s brands, content, advanced advertising capabilities and global scale, 
creates a great opportunity for consumers, partners and Viacom.” 
 
Ad-supported News Providers 
There has also been a rise in free, ad-supported digital-first news providers such as CBSN, NBC Signal, 
Fox Nation, ABC News, Newsy, etc.). These digital news networks are mainly targeting younger viewers 
who rely less on traditional, linear TV networks for their news, instead gravitating to social media like 
Facebook and Twitter to stay informed. These networks leverage social media for brand and audience-
building as well as for distribution of their short videos. In the case of digital news providers that are 
owned by established media companies, talent and source video are often shared. Importantly, all of 
them have built connected TV apps, enabling consumption of their video on the biggest screen. These 
providers often create “virtual linear” broadcasts by stitching together standalone videos that play out 
sequentially like pre-made playlists, with ads periodically inserted.  
 
Premium Video’s Explosion: Implications for Ad Buyers  
Savvy ad buyers recognize how the widening range of premium video choices is fragmenting audiences. 
These critical trends create the ability to more precisely target viewers, though they are accompanied by 
unprecedented complexities. Significant time and effort are required to master the new skills required to 
succeed fully in this new environment. Campaign plans must be developed, managed and measured 
across the many potential sources. Transitioning from traditional ad buying approaches to new ones 
means reorganizing and re-training ad-buying groups within agencies and brands. These are challenging 
but exciting times for video advertising buyers as they are now navigating how to take strategies from 
traditional broadcast and adapt them to viewers accessing content over various distribution points and 
through new technologies that allow for enhanced targeting and attribution. These trends seem to be 
well understood; according to a recent IAB survey, over 1 in 2 ad buyers said they intend to invest more 
heavily in digital and mobile video in the next 12 months.20 Given the rate of change for viewer 
behaviors, technology and business models, keeping up is a dominant industry theme.  

 
The buying community feels optimistic about investing in digital and mobile video 
1 out of 2 Media Buyers are planning to increase spend on mobile and digital video advertising in the 
next 12 months. 
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Spending Optimism for Video and TV Advertising Types 
In the next 12 months, would you expect the spend on the following to increase, decrease or maintain the same? 

 
 

Source: IAB Video Ad Spend Study 2018 
 
Local vs. National 
Given the variety of premium digital video in the market, it may seem like the most difficult decision is 
choosing between the premium content options available, however it’s not that simple, particularly 
when delivering OTT to local markets. Like linear television, the majority of premium digital video is sold 
in upfronts and direct deals. As of Q4 2018, FreeWheel reports that 87% of premium video is direct sold 
vs. 13% sold via programmatic deals. 21 
 
As a result, while programmatic campaign execution has the ability to deliver OTT campaigns nationally, 
successful local delivery requires a direct managed approach. Strategic sellers like Gamut forge revenue 
partnerships with media owners that reserve direct 1:1 local inventory to ensure reach across all local DMAs.  
 
Audience-based buying 
In this context, so-called “audience-based” ad buying has taken on greater significance. Traditionally, 
TV networks and other content providers have represented to advertisers the details of their audiences, 
based on proprietary research and research from third-parties such as Nielsen. Ad buyers used this data, 
as well as their own research, to create a marketing mix with campaigns that spanned different TV 
networks. These campaigns tried to balance overall costs with frequency of exposures to drive optimal 
results. While reach has always been the strength of TV advertising, targeting ads at the viewer-specific 
level, measuring them precisely and clearly attributing actions to them has been elusive. 
 
Audience-based buying, which is automated and data-driven, aims to address these challenges and 
others. It offers the prospect of targeting audiences across premium content sources, devices and modes 
of consumption (linear, on-demand, hybrid). This approach has been used in digital media for a while but 
has only recently started to gain momentum in TV and premium video as the technology infrastructure 
has been put in place. However, challenges still remain as advertisers try to solve for the innate 
differences between video advertising which is targeted at a Household level and is often co-viewed, and 
digital strategies which have been mainly developed for 1:1 targeting to specific singularly used devices 
like mobile phones.  Many ad buyers are already using a variety of data-enhanced, automated methods to 
procure premium video ad inventory. 
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Despite these and other challenges, many industry observers recognize that long term, audience-based 
buying is going to be critical to achieving the full monetization of premium video. The fact remains that 
TV and premium OTT video are complementary and enable buyers to efficiently extend their campaigns, 
especially to harder-to-reach, younger target audiences.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
There is broad consensus among video, TV and advertising industry executives that traditional business 
approaches are not sustainable in the face of rapidly changing viewer behaviors, technologies and 
business models. In addition to premium authenticated video, there has been an extraordinary surge in 
premium unauthenticated video available to viewers, which is offered in a variety of free, ad-supported, 
paid and hybrid models. While advertisers who seek to reach highly targeted audiences in brand safe 
premium video have more options today than ever, it is imperative that ad buyers partner with best of 
breed sellers that understand how to leverage data effectively, and possess enough scale to accomplish 
national or more tactical local delivery in full. 
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